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A

fifth-floor flat in north Mayfair has come
onto the market, offering marvellous vistas
of the city skyline, including The Shard,
Canary Wharf and the London Eye.
The 2,712 sq ft apartment offers the prospective
resident a stylish, homely setting for entertaining;
with an open-plan reception area and dining
room, which can also be extended into the kitchen

via sleek sliding doors – this sophisticated space is
undoubtedly the focal point of the property. There
are also four spacious bedrooms – each with
personal bathrooms – to accommodate any guests,
and the master suite connects to an expansive
walk-in dressing room.
Thoughtful Art Deco touches are placed
delightfully throughout the apartment including

the bold yet simple marble fireplace, which is an
excellent example of how the team behind the
interior design, Auberry of London, has seamlessly
married both contemporary style and early
20th-century charm. The colour scheme has a base
of warm neutrals and elegant pebble greys while
twinkles of metallic reflect the light from the
surrounding double-hung windows with an
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uplifting effect. Feature fixtures, such as the
enticingly curved teal sofa and carefully curated
artworks, bring a vibrant and interesting character
to the home.
The kitchen is a beautifully light and airy room,
which is ideal for socialising: four stools can be
tucked into the vast central island that acts as a
culinary stage for the host or chef. Underfloor
heating is fitted throughout, and a Lutron lighting
system can create a range of effects via individual
seeTouch keypads. Residing at this elegant
apartment also has the benefit of a 24-hour
concierge service and a touch panel video
entry system.
Positioned on the corner of Hyde Park adjacent
to Park Lane, the property has a view that is too
spectacular not to share.
Guide price £9.5m. For further enquiries contact Knight
Frank, 120a Mount Street, W1K
(020 7499 1012; knightfrank.co.uk)
For further enquires regarding the interior design and
project managment of this property please contact Auberry
of London (020 3137 0995; auberry.co)
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